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Comparing Men and Women 

Work done by David Ford on men, ‘as the cohort of British society least likely to 

read the Bible’ , highlights the symbiotic relationship men have with scripture. By 1

‘relationship’ he means the, ‘associations evoked in a reader as they come to the 

text’ , claiming a man, ‘brings all that they are to the text, and the aspects of 2

each reader considered most salient to the anticipated reading assume an 

influential role in the reading transaction’  This phenomenon highlights the 3

significance and influence of the reader in the act of reading (called ‘reader-

response’) such that a man’s view of the Bible will shape how the texts are read as 

he brings, ‘his whole past experience of life and literature, his memories, his 

present preoccupations and his sense of values’ , to the narrative: the relevance of 4

the text is thus filtered through a process known as, ‘selective attention’.   5

It is important to consider this among men from a generational standpoint and how 

it might affect reading proclivity: post war, ‘baby boomers’, X, Y (Millennials) and 

Z generations will each have a ‘reading profile’ and gender differences may shape 

each generation’s profile uniquely.  For instance, in an Australian study, 6

researchers found many people of 65 and older saw reading to be a solitary but 

useful pastime to alleviate loneliness. The study notes, “the most common 
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medicine reported was books."  Similarly, a younger, more mobile generation (such 7

as X, Y, or Z) may consider reading best managed via a phone or Kindle which in 

turn leads to an increase in reading opportunities and greater engagement than 

might be supposed for that age group.   8

We might wonder whether the biological formation of gender influences male 

attainment in, and enjoyment of, literature and the psychological/emotional 

attitudes brought to it  compared to females of the same age and social/economic 9

background. However, writers such as Gina Rippon, strongly contest the concept of 

a ‘female brain’ suggesting instead that plasticity allows the brain to develop 

throughout its entire life due to the flow of immediate experiences.  Stephen 10

Covey adds, ‘genetic determinism’ need have little or no bearing on whether 

someone is predisposed to toward a certain skill or proficiency such as reading. He 

adds, ‘between stimulus and response, man has the freedom to choose.’   11

Group Theory 

Whilst Covey’s notions of self-determination might be the product of a 

individualistic, postmodern rhetoric, in contrast, McCloughry sees the possibility of 

male redemption in masculine collectives when he states that, ‘all that matters is 

that men learn to listen to other men, support them and be supported by them’.  12
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Additionally, the work done by Harvey Sachs on social interaction also takes a 

dissimilar view to Covey through the operation of ‘membership categorization’ 

devices first cited by him in 1992. These consist of collections of gender-related 

categories (e.g. male/female) which are identified within group conversations. 

Belonging to a category will lead to, ‘prototypical actions and attributes that 

members can be expected to perform or possess, as well as attendant rights and 

obligations.’  Moreover, MCA (membership categorization analysis) has been 13

concerned with the construction of identity and culture in particular contexts.  

These observations are relevant to this study because men’s engagement with 

scripture might be found not just to be aligned with attitudes of personal choice, 

generational norms or genetic directives, but predicated by the dictates and 

values of the male milieu surrounding any given individual (for example within a 

particular ecclesiastical or denominational or social setting).  For instance, the 14

Contextual Bible Study Method (CBS), postulated by Gerald West  emerged in the 15

1950’ and 60’s and still provides a setting for group Bible reading whereby small 

groups can meet and openly discuss a biblical text and its outworking for their 

community and their lives.  

Laura Scholes endorses a view of how reading in general is inculcated and 
normalized when she asserts that, ‘in contrast to a cognitive perspective, current 
approaches emphasize literacy as a socio-cultural practice with reading a concept 
defined by social and communication practices.’16
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